TRITON® II

TRITON II
®

SAND FILTER WITH CLEARPRO TECHNOLOGY®
The #1 sand filter in the world is now capable
of “polishing” pool water like never before.
Filtration engineers talk about “polishing” water. It means stripping all visible
contaminants for sparkling clarity. In the past, sand filters were not capable of
this performance, but they were legendary for their dependable service and low
maintenance requirements.
Today, thanks to ClearPro Technology, the world’s #1 sand filter can achieve “polished”
water quality. Plus, the Triton II filter retains its position as the filter that requires
the least attention from you.
The secret is a component inside the filter—a porous tube through which water must
pass before it reenters the pool. It creates a final barrier to the small particles sand
cannot stop, including the finest dust particles, algae and pollens. The result is dazzling
water clarity—a level not attainable by any sand filter without ClearPro Technology.
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Keeping it simple while making it sparkle.
The Triton II filter remains blissfully simple, requiring less maintenance than
either cartridge or Diatomaceous Earth (D.E.) filters. Just an occasional
backwashing with the turn of a valve is all it takes to keep the Triton II filter
delivering the clearest water year after year.
Besides its superior filtration performance, the Triton II filter with ClearPro
Technology delivers a level of dependability and ease of operation and
maintenance for a track record that’s unsurpassed. Every design detail
has been refined to make the Triton II filter the industry standard.

KEY FEATURES
Heavy-duty closure

One-piece fiberglass-reinforced tank

For easy access with built-in pressure relief
valve makes inspection and maintenance
fast and easier.

UV-resistant surface finish for years of
unequaled strength and durability.

Threaded internal parts
For ease of maintenance.
Threaded bulkhead connectors

Flow system design
Controls filtration quality and helps
ensure maximum run times between
backwashing to save you time.

Swing-away water diffuser
Allows instant access to sand and all 		
internal parts.

Model
Number

Filter
Area Sq. Ft.

Vertical
Clearance*

Filter
Diameter

Required
Sand† (lbs.)

TR 60 CP

3.14

37.5"

24"

325

For easier installation and service.
Combination sand-and-water drain
Speeds servicing and winterizing.

GPM
FlowFlow
RateRate ow
Rate
Res.**
Comm.
63

63

Turnover Capacity–Res. (Gallons)
8 hrs.

10 hrs.

12 hrs.

30,240

37,800

45,360

* Required clearance to remove the closure.
†
Use standard #20 silica sand.
** Maximum flow rate. Flow rate is based on 20 GPM per sq. ft. of filter area. Actual system flow will depend on plumbing size and other system components.

The graphics at right illustrate, in a technically accurate way,
the difference when ClearPro Technology is at work—far superior
water clarity. The difference is particularly dramatic at night
when pool lights can highlight particles in the water—not so
when ClearPro Technology is on the job.
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